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Abstract
The meaning of a word depends on its lexical semantics and on the context in which it
is embedded. At the basis of this lays the distinction between lexical retrieval and
integration, two basic operations supporting language comprehension. In this paper, we
investigate how lexical retrieval and integration are implemented in the brain by
comparing MEG activity to word representations generated by computational language
models. We test both non-contextualized embeddings, representing words independently
from their context, and contextualized embeddings, which instead integrate contextual
information in their representations. Using representational similarity analysis over
cortical regions and over time, we observed that brain activity in the left anterior
temporal pole and inferior frontal regions shows higher similarity with contextualized
word embeddings compared to non-contextualized embeddings, between 300 and 500 ms
after word presentation. On the other hand, non-contextualized word embeddings show
higher similarity with brain activity in the left lateral and anterior temporal lobe at
earlier latencies – areas and latencies related to lexical retrieval. Our results highlight
how lexical retrieval and context integration can be tracked in the brain using word
embeddings obtained with computational models. These results also suggest that the
distinction between lexical retrieval and integration might be framed in terms of
context-independent and contextualized representations.

Introduction

1

Sentence comprehension is thought to rely on two basic operations, lexical retrieval and

2

integration [1–6]. Lexical retrieval refers to the process that extracts the meaning of

3

individual words from the mental lexicon [1, 2, 6], which takes place before an integration

4

process combines the individual semantic representations in meaningful ways.

5

Baggio & Hagoort [7] argue that it is difficult to directly test the nature of the
distinction between retrieval and integration using traditional task-based experimental

7

paradigms, since it might be impossible to devise a task tackling only one operation

8

while leaving the other untouched. Therefore, in the study presented here, we instead

9

propose to use computational semantic models to further investigate the neural basis of
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these two basic operations.
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11

In the present study, we use computational semantic models to investigate the neural

12

basis of lexical retrieval and integration. We use two classes of computational semantic

13

models, representing linguistic items either as independent or dependent from their

14

context of occurrence. In the computational linguistics literature, these models are

15

usually referred to as non-contextualized and contextualized embeddings,

16

respectively [8, 9]. By comparing them to MEG data collected during sentence

17

comprehension, we aim to get more insight into the neural basis of these processes by

18

showing that integration is approximated by contextualized embeddings and that it is a

19

separate process (both functionally and physiologically) from semantic memory. The

20

main methodological contribution of computational modeling to the study of language

21

processing in the brain relies on the fact that it helps in avoiding the limitations of

22

task-oriented studies by exploiting the richness of naturally occurring sentences and by

23

relying on a fleshed out model of the investigated processes. In other words,

24

computational linguistic modeling provides a more direct implementation of the process

25

and does not require the assumption that the process can be decomposed in orthogonal

26

subprocesses that can be controlled by specific experimental tasks.

27

Integration as contextualization

28

The distinction between retrieval and integration can be grounded on the observation

29

that the language system seems able to deal with a virtually infinite number of

30

utterances, which in turn seem to be composed by a limited, although flexible, set of

31

primitives, such as phonemes, morphemes, words, and phrases. By storing these

32

primitives in a hypothetical partition of long-term memory, recalling them when

33

necessary, and combining them in a seemingly unbound number of configurations,

34

humans can deal with a large variety of messages in a parsimonious, flexible and

35

creative way.

36

The present study frames the concept of integration in terms of contextualization of

37

lexical items. This is based on the assumption that the meaning of a word depends on

38

how it is represented in memory, and how this representation changes as a result of its

39

integration in context, linguistic in our case, it is presented in.

40
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(1) In order to open a new account, you should go to a bank .

41

(2) A fisherman is sitting with his rod on the bank of the river Thames.

42

For instance, humans distinguish the meaning of bank as “building or financial

43

institution” or as “the shore of a river” depending on whether it is encountered in the

44

context of Sentence 1 or 2. The presence of the string “a new account” in Sentence 1

45

steers the interpretation towards the financial domain, whereas the string “a fisherman”

46

acts as bias towards a river-related interpretation of the word bank.

47

A distinct yet similar disambiguation problem arises with tokens that are not

48

lexically ambiguous, such as dog in Sentences 3 and 4. Although the basic meaning of

49

the term is the same in the two sentences, the two tokens take on two distinct sentential

50

roles: as the object of an action (4) or the subject of a statement realized as a

51

compound nominal predicate (3).

52

(3) The domestic dog is a member of the genus Canis, which forms part of the

53

wolf-like canids.

54

(4) I took my dog out for a walk in the park.

55

It has been suggested that the human brain creates representations of words that are
different according to such contextual cues [10].

57

Recent years have seen an increase of interest in the role of context in the

58

construction of artificial representations of word meanings in the field of computational

59

linguistics. Striking results have been reported with so-called contextualized word

60

embedding models, showing significant improvements in performance in several

61

computational linguistic tasks as compared to those obtained using word embeddings

62

(representations) that do not consider context [9, 11–14]. In this study, we investigated

63

the effect of contextualization of words on brain activity, comparing non-contextualized

64

and contextualized models. Our working hypothesis is that, after lexical retrieval from

65

memory, brain activity can be modelled by non-contextualized embeddings. Conversely,

66

the product of lexical integration can be modelled by contextualized embeddings.

67

Brain activity related to language comprehension reflects processes that involve
different areas of the brain at different moments in time following the onset of the
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stimulus [15–17]. It is therefore capital to show that the putative similarity between a

70

model and a brain process concerns not only areas associated with such process, but

71

also that it does so in a time frame that is compatible with the time course of language

72

processing. For this reason, we use a magnetoencephalographic (MEG) dataset collected

73

during sentence reading. MEG records brain activity at the level of milliseconds, and

74

with a reasonable anatomical resolution, making it ideal for a study interested also in

75

the when, and not only the where of a specific neural process [18].

76

Lexical processing in the brain

77

Neural loci

78

Semantic memory, a component of long-term memory, acts as the storage of

79

knowledge and representations of basic linguistic units, such as words. In a simplified

80

manner, we can define memory as the mental lexicon, or the equivalent of a vocabulary

81

in which the representations of words are stored and wait to be retrieved during

82

production or comprehension. Binder and colleagues [19, 20] provide a comprehensive

83

picture of the cortical areas substantiating semantic memory. Memory, semantic

84

memory in particular, is associated with the lateral portion of the left temporal cortex

85

(middle temporal gyrus), parts of the inferior temporal gyrus, and the inferior parietal

86

cortex. An important role is also hypothesized for the anterior portions of the temporal

87

lobe (anterior temporal pole, ATP). The involvement of the ATP is confirmed by both

88

studies on semantic dementia [21, 22], and by a large body of neuroimaging

89

literature [23–26]. These findings have been summarized by Patterson & al. 2007 [27]

90

and led to the formulation of the hub and spoke model, which posits that concepts are

91

represented by a network of sensorimotor representations converging in the ATP, which

92

acts as a hub collecting and controlling modality-specific features in order to produce

93

supra-modal representations.

94

Integration is a process that operates on representations retrieved from semantic
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memory. In its most basic formulation, integration consists of merging two linguistic

96

tokens (e.g., two words) and creating a larger unit, such as a phrase or, more simply, a

97

bi-gram. Integration is an operation that takes a token and embeds it into the context

98
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represented, for instance, by the other tokens making up the sentence in which it is
presented. Brain imaging and brain lesion studies suggest that the inferior frontal gyrus,

100

in interaction with areas in the perisylvian and temporal cortex, plays an essential role

101

in lexical integration [17, 28].

102

Integration also involves anterior temporal areas. By contrasting the activity

103

recorded during the reading of sentences and of word lists, works such as Mazoyer & al.

104

(1993) [29], Stowe & al. (1998) [30], Friederici & al. (2000) [15], Humphries & al.

105

(2006) [31], and Humphries & al. (2007) [32] reported an increase in activity in ATP for

106

the former condition as compared to the latter. The role of ATP in processing

107

integration is confirmed by another series of studies narrowing down the scope of the

108

analysis. Rather than working with sentences as a whole, these analyses focused on

109

simple phrasal processing, consisting of the composition of a wide range of phrasal and

110

syntactic compositional types and cross-language and modality [33–37].

111

Timing of processes

112

Besides the cortical loci of processing, sentence processing is characterized by a specific

113

temporal profile that describes the timing of each of its sub-processes [16, 32]. The

114

earlier stages mainly concern the recognition of the word from its auditory (for spoken

115

words) or graphic (for written words) form and involve primary auditory or visual areas

116

between the onset of a word and 150–200 ms. The phases that interest our analysis are

117

the so-called Phase 1 and Phase 2, as described by Friederici [16].

118

Phase 1 takes places after the word form has been identified, and can be broken

119

down into sub-phases. First, around 200 ms after the onset of a word, its category is

120

identified (i.e., whether it is likely to be a verb, a noun, an article, etc.). Subsequently,

121

information of its lexical meaning is retrieved from semantic memory implemented in

122

the middle temporal gyrus. This process takes place approximately between 150 and

123

300 ms after the onset of a word.

124

Phase 2 follows between 300 and 500 ms after stimulus onset. It roughly
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125

corresponds to integration, as introduced in the previous Section. In this phase, the

126

lexical representation of a word retrieved in Phase 1 is embedded in the contextual

127

representation consisting of the retrieved and unified representation of the other words

128
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composing the sentence that is processed [38–41].

129

Computational models

130

For the purpose of this study, we use two types of computational models developed for

131

generating word representations: non-contextualized models and contextualized models.

132

These models create so-called word embeddings, which consist of vectors of real

133

numbers populating a high-dimensional space. In other words, a model M takes a word

134

w and returns a real vector w
~ representing w in a high-dimensional space S.

135

The first type of model generates representations w
~ that are independent from the
context (sentence, paragraph, etc.) in which the represented word w is located. We call

137

this type of model non-contextualized, and it is represented by the popular word2vec

138

model (Section 4) [8].

139

Besides non-contextualized models, we also consider a contextualized model: ELMo

140

(Sections 4 [9]. This model, contrary to word2vec, assigns representations w
~ that

141

depend on the textual context in which the represented word w is located. For instance,

142

if the word dog appearing in Sentences 3 and 4 always obtains the same embedding

143

~
dog

w2v

from word2vec, it will obtain two different vectors

~ ELM o
(dog
@s3

and

~ ELM o ),
dog
@s4

one for each of the two contexts in which it is found.

the embeddings. The cosine similarity between the word2vec generated
(Sentence 3) and

~ w2v
dog
@s4

~ w2v
dog
@s3

representations. Instead the cosine similarity between the ELMo generated
vector (Sentence 3) and

vector

(Sentence 4) is 1.0, indicating a total identity between the two

~ ELM o
dog
@s4

144

145

As shown in Figure 1, this becomes evident when we compute the similarity between

~ ELM o
dog
@s3

146

147

148

149

(Sentence 4) is 0.92. Similarly the similarity between

150

the word2vec representations of bank (Sentences 1 and 2) is 1.0, whereas the similarity

151

between the ELMo representation of the same words is 0.87.

152

Fig 1. The effect of contextualization on pairwise word similarity.
Word2vec (blue) returns identical representations for words independently from the
sentences they are presented in. This is evident from the 1.0 cosine similarity between
bank in Sentences 1 and 2 – on the one hand – and between dog in Sentences 3 and 4.
Conversely ELMo (red) instead produces different contextualized representations of the
same words depending on the context they are used, note the lower similarities (0.92
and 0.87).
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Non-contextualized embeddings (Word2vec)

153

Word2vec is an artificial neural network-based model used to produce word embeddings.

154

It has been proposed as a more advanced alternative to earlier distributional semantic

155

vector spaces such as latent semantic analysis. From an architectural point of view,

156

word2vec consists of a shallow, two-layer neural network. The model can be trained

157

either to predict the current word from a window of surrounding context words

158

(continuous bag-of-words, CBOW), or – conversely – predict the surrounding window of

159

context words given a target word (continuous skip-gram, CSG).

160

Training creates a high-dimensional vector space populated by word vectors, which

161

are positioned in the space in such a way that words that share similar semantic and

162

syntactic properties lay close to one another. Fig 2 represents the architecture of the

163

CBOW version of word2vec which is used in the present study (adapted from [42]). The

164

trained embeddings correspond to the weights stored in matrix W , whose dimensions

165

[v × d] correspond to the size of the modeled vocabulary (v) and the chosen number of

166

dimensions (d) of the vector space itself. Therefore, the way word2vec assigns

167

embeddings to word w can be seen as a sort of dictionary “look-up” where the

168

embedding of word wi corresponds to row i of matrix W .

169

Fig 2. Architecture of the non-contextualized word embedding model
(word2vec). The model embeddigns (W ) are trained by predicting the current word
from a window of surrounding context words (continuous bag-of-words, CBOW).

For the purpose of the present study, it is important to point out the role of context
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170

with regard to the way word2vec is trained and used to assign word embeddings.

171

Context indeed plays a capital role during the training of the model. In both cases, the

172

context of a word is present in the pipeline, either as the input or as the target of the

173

training function. Nonetheless, once the model is trained, its application is blind to the

174

context and relations that the words have.

175

Contextualized word embeddings (ELMo)

176

The contextualized word embedding model ELMo [9] relies on the properties of

177

recurrent neural networks. Contrary to word2vec, ELMo is a deep contextualized model

178

for the generation of the word representation. It models complex characteristics of word

179
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use that vary across linguistic contexts.

180

From an architectural point of view, ELMo is a recurrent bi-directional language

181

model (biLM) composed of 2 layers of bi-directional recurrent units (implemented as

182

LSTM layers) feeding to an output softmax layer. A language model refers to a system

183

(stochastic or neural) trained on predicting a word given its preceding context. In its

184

most common formulation, a language model is an approximation of the function

185

P (wi |w1:i−1 ), i.e. a function that assigned a probability to a word wi given its prefix

186

w1:i−1 .

187

A recurrent layer is a layer that creates a representation of the input sequence

188

(sentence) at word wi as a combination of the representation of the ith word and the

189

representation of its preceding (if the recurrent neural network proceeds left to right) or

190

following (if it proceeds right to left) context.

191

Fig 3 illustrates the structure of the ELMo model consisting of a 2-layer biLM.

192

ELMo’s bidirectionality refers to the fact that its hidden layers receive information

193

about both the preceding and following words of wi . The representation ELMo

194

generates for a word consists of a concatenation of the activation of its two recurrent

195

layers.

196

Fig 3. Architecture of the contextualized word embedding model (ELMo).
ELMo architecture consisting of a 2-layer biLM, where the layers are implemented as
LSTMs. The contextualized embedding is produced as a linear combination of its
components.

Contrary to how word2vec assigns embeddings to words, ELMo does not employ a
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word-vector dictionary (as word2vec W in Fig 2). Given wi in a sentence

198

S = [w1 , w2 , ...wn ] ELMo instead creates the embedding w
~i by passing the whole S text

199

through the biLM. Embedding w
~i will depend on context w1:i−1 and wi+1:n as the

200

combination of the activation of the LSTM layers corresponding to the presentation of

201

wi to the model. For these reasons, if wi appears in a different sentential context S 0 , its

202

w
~i 0 will be different.

203

Training

204

Since the MEG data (described in Section 4) was collected from Dutch native speakers

205

reading Dutch sentences, we used models trained on Dutch texts. Word2Vec was

206
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trained on the CBOW task on the Corpus of Spoken Dutch (CGN2). For ELMo we

207

used the pretrained Dutch model provided by the ELMoForManyLangs collection1 with

208

the same hyperparameter settings as [14] and trained on a set of 20-million-words Dutch

209

corpus randomly sampled from the raw text released by the CoNLL 2018 shared task on

210

Universal Dependencies Parsing.

211

Hypotheses

212

This study aims at investigating the neurobiological underpinnings of the distinction

213

between non-contextualized and contextual representation as derived from recent

214

developments in word embedding modeling techniques. More specifically, for the

215

non-contextual model, we hypothesize a similarity between this model and the

216

operation of lexical retrieval from memory. We expect that a model with such

217

characteristics should most closely resemble the activity in lateral temporal regions

218

during processing, around 200 ms after word onset.

219

Conversely, contextual model representations of words are expected to resemble

220

more the activity related to integration and described as pertaining inferior frontal

221

and antero-temporal regions between 300 and 500 ms after the onset of the word.

222

Fig 4 schematically represents these hypotheses.

223

Fig 4. Hypotheses. The hypothesis presented in this paper is that brain activity
relative to lexical retrieval can be modelled by non-contextualized embeddings, whereas
that of integration can be modelled by contextualized embeddings instead.

MEG Data

224

We used the MEG data belonging to the MOUS dataset [18] collected at the Donders

225

Centre for Cognitive Neuroimaging in Nijmegen, The Netherlands. For more details on

226

the acquisition procedure, stimuli, pre-processing, and source reconstruction techniques,

227

we refer to the original paper and to Schoffelen & al. 2018 [18, 45].

228

1 https://github.com/HIT-SCIR/ELMoForManyLangs
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MEG data acquisition and pre-processing

229

The data were collected with a 275 axial gradiometer system (CTF). The signals were

230

digitized at a sampling frequency of 1200 Hz (the cutoff frequency of the analog

231

anti-aliasing low pass filter was 300 Hz). Head position with regards to the sensors was

232

determined by 3 coils attached to the participant’s head. Electro-cardiogram and the

233

horizontal and vertical electro-oculogram were measured by 3 bipolar Ag/AgCl

234

electrode pairs.

235

Electrocardiogram artifacts were identified based on their topography and

236

subtracted from the data. The data was segmented into trials corresponding to activity

237

recorded from -183 ms before word presentation to a variable time after word

238

presentation, depending on word length. Trials that contained artifacts (Eye movements

239

and muscle contractions and jump artifacts in the SQUIDs) were excluded from further

240

analysis. Next, the power line interference was estimated and subtracted from the data.

241

The data were down-sampled to a sampling frequency of 300 Hz.

242

Source reconstruction was performed using a linearly constrained minimum variance
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243

beamformer (LCMV) [46], estimating a spatial filter at 8,196 locations of the

244

subject-specific reconstructed midcortical surface. The dimensionality of the data was

245

reduced by applying an atlas-based parcellation scheme based on a refined parcellation

246

Conte69 atlas (191 parcels per hemisphere). After that, spatial filters were concatenated

247

across vertices comprising a parcel. The first two spatial components were selected for

248

each parcel. For more details on this procedure we refer to Schoffelen & al. 2018 [45].

249

Subjects

250

We used the data of 74 subjects belonging to the MEG section of the MOUS

251

dataset [18]. All subjects were Dutch native speakers, who were asked to silently read

252

120 Dutch sentences presented on a screen word by word, containing a total of 1377

253

words. All sentences varied between 9 and 15 words in length.

254

Stimulation paradigm

255

The sentences were presented visually with an LCD projector, with a vertical refresh

256

rate of 60Hz situated outside the MEG scanning room, and projected via mirrors onto

257
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the screen inside the measurement room. All stimuli were presented in a black

258

mono-spaced font on a gray background at the center of the screen within a visual angle

259

of 4 degrees. Sentences were presented word-by-word with a mean duration of 351 ms

260

for each word (minimum of 300ms and maximum of 1400ms, depending on word length).

261

The duration of the stimuli was determined taking into account both the word length,

262

the number of words in the whole sentence, and the number of letters within each word.

263

Each word was separated by an empty screen for 300 ms before the onset of the next

264

word.

265

Analysis

266

The computational models introduced in Section 4 are used to generate vectorial

267

representations of the same stimulus sentences presented during the acquisition of the

268

MEG data described in Section 4. These representations are generated at the word level,

269

meaning that our models assign a set of real number vectors for each word of the

270

stimulus sentences. The non-contextualized word embedding (word2vec) assigns only

271

one vector per word, whereas the contextualized models (ELMo) represent every word

272

with a set of vectors, each one corresponding with one component (layer) of their

273

internal architecture.

274

In our analyses, a word represented by ELMo is assigned one vectorial representation

275

corresponding to the average of the activation of the two bidirectional layers composing

276

~ o).
the ELMo network (ELM

277

This section describes the analysis methodologies employed to map the two vectorial
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~ o) to the corresponding brain activity recorded with MEG.
representations (W~2V , ELM

279

Our goal is to both map the overlap between model representations and brain activity

280

at the anatomical level, and to track the temporal evolution of such similarity. For this

281

reason, we adopted a version of representational similarity analysis (RSA) implemented

282

in a way to return both spatially (anatomical) and temporally situated similarity scores.

283

Representational similarity analysis through time

284

Given a set of linguistic units, for instance, words w1 , ...wn , we can generate a vectorial

285

representation for each of them using the embedding models described in Section 4.

286
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Words w1 , ...wn are assigned vectors w~1 M , ...w~n M from the computational model M .

287

These are drawn from a representational space RS M populated by the vectorial

288

embeddings. At the same time, it is possible to derive a brain representation of the

289

same words. This representation is the word-wise single trial activity recorded in the

290

MEG dataset described in Section 4. Note that we did not average over time per trial,

291

but that we kept the signal for each word as is. These activation samples also create a

292

representational space RS B populated by the same words w1 , ...wn . At this point, the

293

aim of the analysis is simply to measure how similar RS M and RS B are. In order to do

294

so, we employ representational similarity analysis (RSA). Instead of directly mapping

295

the two spaces, RSA compares pairwise similarities across different spaces.

296

We conducted RSA at the level of anatomical regions and using a sliding, partially
overlapping, temporal window (width 30 ms, step 16 ms). In this way, we obtained a

298

neural representation for each word, for each brain region and time window, which could

299

be paired with a specific model-derived vectorial representation of the same word.

300

Given a model RS M , we first obtained a representational similarity structure ssM

301

consisting of a [n × n] matrix where element ssM
ij denotes the dissimilarity (computed as

302

Euclidean distance) between embeddings w
~i M and w~j M from RS M of words wi and wj .

303

Similarly it is possible to derive a series of representational structures ssBrt for each

304

rt
anatomical region r and time window t. Element ssB
quantifies the similarity between
ij

305

the brain activity in r and time t for word stimuli wi and wj . Fig 5 displays the

306

representational similarity structure for brain activity in region r and time i (left), and

307

for model M (right).

308

Fig 5. Similarity matrix for brain activity and for model. Similarity matrix for
brain activity in region a and time i (left), and for model M (right). The matrices have
been zoomed in to show their fine-grained structure and the labels of their rows and
columns.

Fig 6. Representational Similarity Analysis (RSA). RSA is conducted by
computing the similarity score between the brain space similarity matrices (left) and
model similarity matrix (right). Here, the brain similarity matrix consists of the
pairwise similarity scores among trials at anatomical region a and time window i.

Fig 7. RSA over time. RSA is conducted over time, meaning that a brain space
similarity matrix is computed for each separate time window of the MEG trials.
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The similarity score is estimated by taking Pearson’s correlation coefficient between

309

the upper off-diagonal triangle of the [n × n] symmetric paired similarity matrices (ssM

310

and ssBai ) (Fig 6). These scores quantify the extent to which the similarity across

311

stimuli is similarly represented by the model M and by brain activity in anatomical

312

region a and time i. These measures are repeated across time t and anatomical regions

313

r (Fig 7).

314

Therefore for each anatomical region, we obtained a representation of similarity
between model and brain activity as a function of time from 0 to 500 ms after word

316

onset (in windows of 30 ms, every 16 ms).

317

The analyses are conducted at the single-subject level up to this stage. The result of

318

the temporal RSA for model M thus consists of 74 matrices, one for each subject, of

319

size [s × u] where s is the number of anatomical regions and u the number of temporal

320

windows.

321

Group-level analysis

322

Given 74 per-subject [s × u] matrices, we want to obtain a single group-level matrix

323

describing the similarity between model M and brain activity across anatomical regions

324

and over time.

325

Typically, group-level RSA results are obtained by averaging similarity matrices

326

across subjects before computing the similarity score with the model similarity matrix.

327

Cross-subject averaging requires that all matrices have the same size and that the row

328

and columns of the matrices correspond to the same words across matrices. This is not

329

the case for this dataset. First, the subjects are grouped in cohorts of about 17, each of

330

which was presented with a different subset of the 360 stimulus sentences. This means

331

that not all ssBrt have rows and columns corresponding to the same words. Moreover,

332

the trial selection procedure in the per-subject pre-processing consisted of discarding

333

trials with irreparable artifacts. Therefore, even if two subjects were presented with the

334

same set of sentences, there is a chance that they would have a different set of

335

corresponding MEG trials due to the different occurrence of signal artifacts.

336

In our analysis, we computed t-statistics over subjects for each region/time

337

combination independently. We computed a one-sided t-score for each of our
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~ o). We also computed a one-side t-score between
computational models (W~2V , ELM

339

~ o > W~2V ). The
the scores obtained by our aggregate models and word2vec (ELM

340

results of these t-statistics are thresholded at p<0.05. Given the exploratory nature of

341

this study, no statistic correction was applied in order not to obliterate the possible

342

small effects detected by the RSA.

343

Results

344

The results of the analyses are split in two main parts. In the first part, we report the

345

results of each of the two embedding models (word2vec and ELMo) separately. In the

346

second part of the analyses, the similarity scores of word2vec and ELMo are contrasted

347

to each other.

348

Results are provided at the whole-brain level, displaying the model–brain similarities

349

at 5 distinct time points: 150, 250, 350, 450, and 550 milliseconds after word onset.

350

Models

351

In this section, we report the results of the RSA analyses of the two computational

352

models separately.

353

The embedding model (Fig 8) which does not include contextual information,

354

word2vec, returns lower similarities overall over time when correlated with brain

355

activity, but more so from about 300 ms post word onset. For earlier latencies,

356

word2vec shows significant activity in the left middle and inferior temporal gyri.

357

Significant similarity with brain activity is also observed around 400 ms in the left

358

posterior superior temporal gyrus.

359

Fig 8. Non-contextualized model (word2vec) This figure displays the results of
the RSA between MEG activity and word2vec embeddings (t-values, p < 0.05).

June 16, 2020

The contextualized model (Fig 9), ELMo, instead exhibits an overall significant

360

similarity with brain activity between 300 and 500 ms in the left frontal, prefrontal, and

361

left anterior temporal regions. In particular, ELMo shows significant similarity with the

362

left inferior temporal gyrus and the left anterior temporal cortex around 400 ms.

363
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Fig 9. Contextualized model (ELMo) This figure displays the results of the RSA
between MEG activity and and ELMo embeddings (t-values, p < 0.05).

Comparison

364

In Fig 10 we show the results of a direct comparison between ELMo and word2vec

365

~ o > W~2V ).
(ELM

366

Fig 10. Comparison between contextualized (ELMo) and
non-contextualized model (word2vec) This figure displays the comparison the
correlations between MEG activity and ELMo and MEG activity and word2vec
(t-values, p < 0.05).

ELMo shows significantly higher similarity to brain activity as compared to

367

word2vec in the left anterior temporal lobe and in the left inferior frontal gyrus around

368

400 ms post word onset. The higher scores are also observed for the left middle frontal

369

and left prefrontal regions around 500 ms.

370

Discussion

371

In Section 4, we observed that contextual and non-contextualized models yield

372

qualitatively different results with regard to the timing and location of their similarity

373

to MEG-recorded brain activity. In this section, we discuss the implications of these

374

findings in light of the nature of the models and of the brain processing of natural

375

language, as introduced in Sections 4 and 4.

376

We believe that computational word embedding models help in probing the nature of

June 16, 2020

377

the neural representations correlated to memory retrieval and to integration. This is

378

because they make the distinction between these two phenomena more computationally

379

specific. When discussing the nature of retrieval and integration, Baggio & Hagoort

380

(2011) [7] argue that approaches based on formal semantics might not be realistic

381

models of how the brain implements these two operations. In agreement with Seuren

382

(2009) [47], they state that formal semantics disregards natural language as a

383

psychological phenomenon. They continue stating their desire to develop an account

384

“that adheres to cognitive realism, in that it explains how language users derive meaning

385

and how the human brain instantiates the neural architecture necessary to achieve this

386

feat”. We believe that distributional semantic models, of which contextualized

387
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embeddings are the most advanced version, have already proven their cognitive realism

388

by being good models of human behavioral – e.g. semantic similarity judgment [48] –

389

and neural [49, 50] data. Moreover, at the dawn of the field, distributional models – e.g.,

390

Latent Semantic Analysis [51] – were actually developed as cognitive models to answer

391

questions on how children acquire word meaning, and how humans react to semantic

392

similarity and relatedness. In light of the above considerations, we think that the

393

models presented in the study might offer a cognitively realistic approximation of what

394

is going on in the brain during memory retrieval and integration.

395

In the remainder of this section, we will discuss the effect of contextualization on the
similarities between computational representations and brain activity (Section 4). We

397

will specifically focus on the implications of these findings regarding the role of the

398

anterior temporal lobe 4 and of activity peaking around 400 ms after stimulus onset

399

(Section 4). We will also discuss the plausibility of the models chosen for the present

400

study (Section 4).

401

The effect of contextualization on model-brain similarity

402

ELMo creates vectorial representation of words (embeddings) dependent on the context

403

in which those words occur (Section 4). This contrasts with the nature of embeddings

404

generated by a model such as word2vec (Section 4) that, once trained, always generates

405

the same embeddings for a word regardless of its context.

406

Contextualized word embeddings generated by ELMo display higher similarity with

407

brain activity in the frontal and anterior temporal regions of the brain around 300 and

408

400 ms post word onset; in other words, in areas and in a time frame compatible with

409

integration processes. Integration refers to the integration of a linguistic unit (a word

410

for instance) in the context provided by the other linguistic input in which it happens to

411

be contained.

412

Non-contextualized word embeddings generated by word2vec exhibit a somewhat

413

opposite behavior, showing higher similarity with earlier (100–200 ms) activity in lateral

414

temporal regions. These regions are supposed to implement long-term memory

415

(semantic memory) retrieval.

416

The fact that ELMo and word2vec embeddings display such different behaviors with
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regard to brain activity can be reconciled with the division of labor predicated by

418

models such as the MUC model [28], especially concerning the distinction between

419

retrieval from memory and contextual integration.

420

The role of the anterior temporal lobe in integration

421

The fact that contextualized embeddings show higher similarity in the left anterior

422

temporal lobe might indicate that this region plays a role in integration. This is in line

423

with several experimental studies reporting the involvement of this area in lexical,

424

semantic and syntactic integration. Works such as Mazoyer & al. (1993) [29], Stowe &

425

al. (1998) [30], Friederici & al. (2000) [15], Humphries & al. (2006) [31], and Humphries

426

& al. (2007) [32] arrived at the conclusion that the anterior temporal lobe is somehow

427

involved in sentence-level integration, after observing an increase in activity in this area

428

during the presentation of sentences as compared to word lists. In addition, a series of

429

other studies have confirmed the role of ATP in processing composition by showing that

430

its activity is modulated by the type of syntactic relation holding between two words

431

being integrated [33–36, 36, 37].

432

The left ATP is also considered central in semantic memory. This was confirmed by
studies on patients suffering from semantic dementia [21, 22, 52, 53], and several

434

functional neuroimaging studies [23–26, 54]. These findings are summarized by

435

Patterson & al. 2007 [27], who hypothesized that concepts are represented by a network

436

of sensorimotor representations united by the left ATP.

437

Contextualized models do not show high correlations in the ATP at latencies that
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433

438

are associated with memory-related processing: 100–200 ms after word presentation.

439

The results, therefore, seem to indicate that contextualized embeddings approximate

440

representations that have to do with the integration into context and not with lexical

441

retrieval from memory per se. If this were the case, we would have expected similar

442

correlations in the ATP both at memory retrieval (100–200 ms) and integration

443

latencies (400 ms). Conversely, a tentative interpretation with regard to the role of ATP

444

could be that activity in this region is different when semantic memory operations and

445

contextual integration processes are carried out.

446
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The role of N400 in integration

447

The results presented in Section 4 do confirm not only the anatomical loci of memory

448

and integration, but also provide indirect suggestions on the role of the N400 [41]. It

449

has been debated in the literature whether the N400 is best characterized as playing a

450

role in combinatorial (integration) or non-combinatorial (retrieval from memory)

451

processes. Baggio & Hagoort (2011) [7] and Hagoort & al. (2008) [40] refrain from

452

providing a stance on the matter because of the difficulty of devising convincing

453

task-dependent experimental designs that are able to disentangle combinatorial and

454

non-combinatorial semantic processes. Here again, we believe that the present

455

computational modeling approach may provide an answer to the question. The results

456

seem to point more towards a combinatorial process for the N400, given that the

457

contextualized model maps to brain activity corresponding to its latencies. It is an

458

indirect proof, but a proof pointing in this direction nonetheless. These results are in

459

line with studies that link the role of the N400 to context processing [38, 39].

460

The plausibility of bi-directional RNNs

461

ELMo is essentially a bi-directional recurrent neural network-based language model that

462

integrates a word with its preceding and following context. Bi-directional recurrent

463

language models seem to violate the assumption that human language processing

464

proceeds left-to-right and word-by-word. Although this is trivially true for listening, it

465

is worth noting that studies of reading behavior tend to describe a more nuanced

466

situation. It is consistently reported in the eye-tracking of reading literature that

467

between 15 and 20 % of eye movements proceed right-to-left (regressions) for

468

left-to-right languages such as English or Dutch, and the opposite occurs for right-to-left

469

languages such as Arabic [55]. Moreover, a number of “jump-ahead” eye movements are

470

also commonly observed, indicating that humans either skip information that is deemed

471

irrelevant for the processing of a linguistic item or that they look ahead in order to

472

collect contextual information to the right of a word. This indicates that the preceding

473

linguistic sequence is not always the only contextual material employed in the

474

processing and interpretation of a word or of a sentence as a whole.

475
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Conclusions

476

Recent developments in computational linguistics have created a new family of models

477

which generate word embeddings that compute their representations with information

478

derived from the context in which words are used. In this study, we have adopted one

479

particular contextualized model, ELMo, as an approximation of the result of integration

480

processes in the human brain during natural language comprehension. We contrasted

481

ELMo with word2vec, a non-contextual embeddings model. Starting from the

482

distinction between semantic memory retrieval (implemented in left temporal regions

483

and activated around 200 ms after the onset of an incoming word) and word integration

484

into context (carried out in left inferior frontal and left anterior temporal regions around

485

400 ms after word onset), we observed that non-contextualized models correlate with

486

activity only in regions and latencies associated with semantic memory. In contrast,

487

contextualized models correlate with activity in areas and latencies associated with word

488

integration in context. These results confirm the functional and physiological distinction

489

between memory and integration. Moreover, they provide some insight into the role of

490

the left IFG, an area involved in integration and whose activity might temporarily store

491

contextualized lexical representations. The results also point towards an involvement of

492

the left anterior temporal lobe in integration, an area that was already linked to

493

semantic combinatorial processes and which nonetheless received less attention in the

494

theories of the architecture of the language system adopted in this study.

495

By highlighting a parallelism between models and brain activity, our results offer a

496

contribution to the understanding of the division of labor at the cortical level between

497

areas encoding lexical items in isolation and areas sensitive to the use of those items in

498

context.

499
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